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graphicsSingle-component explosive A single-component explosive is an explosive substance that consists of a single chemical
compound. It contains no additional solid, liquid or gaseous components. Single-component explosives are useful for special
purposes such as mining and manufacturing. The term was coined in 1964 by Francis A. Parr, a chemist at Industrial Explosives
Inc. in the US. In mining Most explosives used in mining applications contain a high proportion of oxygen in the form of
nitrates, and are therefore commonly described as oxygen-type. For safety reasons, oxygen-type explosives are often mixed with
inert gas, for example nitrogen, to create a gas mixture that explodes only when mixed with air. Most common rock-blast
explosives are oxygen-type because the explosive expands rapidly in air, filling the interstices in the rock and causing damage to
the surrounding rock. Synthesis The vast majority of explosives are derived from nitro-containing aromatic compounds, such as
2,4,6-trinitrotoluene (TNT). Nitro-containing aromatic compounds are generally not made from pure chemical components, but
instead from a mixed organic synthesis. These compounds are usually mixtures of over 100 components, and contain large
numbers of impurities. The method of synthesis will often select for the most reactive and thermodynamically favored
components. A synthesis will generally comprise a series of steps to eliminate impurities, and will include a purification step to
remove unwanted components. The final step of synthesis is generally polymerization of the mixture, which converts the
mixture to a solid form. Polymerization is a key step in the production of energetic materials because it allows the formation of
a solid explosive from the liquid mixture. For most nitro-containing aromatic explosives, a large proportion of the aromatic ring
is converted to a cyclic side chain, resulting in much less nitro group content than the starting material. Generally,
polymerization occurs at high temperature or high pressure, thereby reducing air sensitivity and increasing solubility in the final
product. For example, the nitro-acetamide system can be reduced to form poly(p-nitroaniline) (PNA). This can be achieved at
very high temperatures and pressures 82138339de
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